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Good morning everyone. Thank you for tuning into the message this morning.

I want to take some time today to say a few more things about the special message that
we did this past week. I hope you were able to listen to that message. If not, you can 
always go to the website at www.godsendusmen.com and hear a replay. I have recently 
found out that some people don't even know the replays are available. Every message 
that has been aired on Missouri Liberty Radio since the summer of 2018 is available on 
the Audio page.

On the Home page, at the top of the page, there is a shortcut link to the most recent 
message - including the written transcript - but on the Audio page - there is a full 
description, plus the link, plus the link to the transcript - then all the messages starting 
from the first one and going to the latest - are listed on the Audio page. 

After you see the Most Recent Messages link, if you scroll down a little further, you find 
the beginning of the messages that have aired on Missouri Liberty Radio. Those 
messages begin with the first message in the series on Matthew 24. Those messages 
prove - beyond any shadow of a doubt - that all Bible prophecy was fulfilled - on or 
before AD70. As the Lord Jesus said in Luke 24:44-45:

...These are the words which I spake unto you, while I was yet with you, that ALL 
things must be fulfilled, which were written in the law of Moses, and in the 
prophets, and in the psalms, concerning Me.
Then opened He their understanding, that they might understand the Scriptures,

The understanding that all the Law, all the prophets and all the psalms - which were all 
about the Lord Jesus - when someone understands that all of that has been fulfilled - 
then their understanding will be opened so that they might understand the Scriptures. 

So, we start with the study on Fulfilled Bible Prophecy. Then we build from there.

In the message in the middle of this past week, I showed how, once again, this was 
nothing new - it's been going on for hundreds of years in the u.s., but once again, the 
“government” of the u.s. has outlawed the Bible. They began their corporate 
“government” with one of the most rebellious statements ever uttered by men - “OUR 
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CONstitution, OUR laws, OUR statutes, OUR treaties - and anything else we claim in 
accordance thereof - shall be the supreme law of the land” - and since that time - day 
after day - their “government” - federal and states - have been making “laws” - 
definitions of good and evil - that have been diametrically opposed to the clear 
teachings of the Word of God, the Words of Christ, the teachings of the apostles, the 
Will of God - and very few people have ever taken a stand against it.

And, now that we see the results of such rebellion - even seeing the devastation it has 
caused - still - very few people see the need to stand for the Word of God - in 
opposition to those who command obedience in living a life that is in direct conflict 
with the clear teachings of the Word of God. In the message, I shared a short list of the 
things they have done - and I'll guarantee you that there isn't 1 person in a million that 
has enough understanding of the Mind, the Word, the Will of God to even know how to
intelligently argue those points based on what is found in the Word of God. That's 
shameful. But it's the truth. 

And until men and women, boys and girls get back to a point of a base foundation 
where our lives must be lived according to “Thus saith the Lord” - not only will things 
not get better - but because the snowball effect has grown and grown - things will 
continue to get worse and worse - faster and faster.

Turn again, please, to I Thessalonians chapter 2, and we'll read from verses 14-16. 
Reading from the KJV, but as we saw the other day, pretty much every single English 
Bible that has been translated since the 1400s - says nearly the exact same thing.

[14] For ye, brethren, became followers of the [Ekklesia] of God which in Judaea 
are in Christ Jesus: 

I have shown for nearly six years now - just in the messages on Missouri Liberty Radio - 
that the English word “church” should not be in our Bibles - except for where it 
describes the pagan temples of Diana. The Greek word is Ekklesia - and it is the same 
Greek word found in the Septuagint that is the word used when talking about the 
Government of Israel - in the olden days of the kings of Israel. Jesus Christ did not come
to this earth to set up weekend social organizations. He came here to take the thrown 
of David - the Government of Israel. The first century Christians - as described here by 
the writer of I Thessalonians were those who had embraced Jesus Christ as the King - 
the One Who was the rightful heir to the throne of David - in fulfillment of the Davidic 
Covenant - and they had become followers of that Ekklesia - that Government - Whose 
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King was Jesus Christ Who was of the tribe of Juda. And these followers of King Jesus:

for ye also have suffered like things of your own countrymen, even as they have 
of the Jews:
[15] Who both killed the Lord Jesus, and their own prophets, and have 
persecuted us; and they please not God, and are contrary to all men:

As I showed this past week, again, in many different English translations, going back to 
the 1400s and up to our present times - they all say the same thing. “Jews killed the 
Lord Jesus. Jews killed their own prophets. Jews were persecuting Paul and they were 
persecuting the other saints as well.

Why? Because the thought process of the “jew” is anti-Christ. The thought process of 
the “jew” is a rejection of the Kingship of Jesus Christ. It isn't just a “race or religion” - it
is anyone or anything that opposes the Government of King Jesus.

The reality is, friends, the biggest opposers of the Kingship of Jesus Christ - at least in 
the world that surrounds me closest - is lily white u.s. americans. In the most technical 
sense, as far as the world understands and promotes things, the lily white u.s. american
may not be the desendants of the Ashkenari jews - like those who currently live in the 
middle east - but if we understood history - at least as best we can - we'd know that all 
of that is just smoke and mirrors anyway. It is the lily white people of Great Britain that 
believe they are truly the “jews” anyway.

But, as the apostle Paul warned, chasing genealogies and lineages and all those 
theories isfolly. Look at the belief systems of people. It doesn't matter whether 
someone is white, black, brown, yellow, pink or blue. If they oppose the Government of
Jesus Christ - they are of their father the devil - the spiritual leader of jewry. And that's 
what we are against. That's what opposes us today.

The “churches” - the lily white “churches” of America and Great Britain - are the world's
leading proponents of the “jews in the middle east are God's chosen people” lie. And 
this is one of the foundational reasons why we - as true Christians - true followers of 
King Jesus are persecuted.

This deception called antisemitism is the reason why true Christians are persecuted. If 
the persecutors knew anything of the Bible, they would know that when they 
persecuted true believers, true followers of Jesus Christ - that's when they were 
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principally speaking - committing acts of “antisemitism” - things would be far different 
than they are for true believers.

The follower of Jesus Christ - the individual who has left the little g “governments” of 
men and have entered into the Government of Christ - the Commonwealth of Israel - so
named in Ephesians 2 - that is the individual that makes up - the Chosen People of God.

It is not people who do not believe in Jesus Christ. The Chosen people of God are not 
people who have not embraced Jesus Christ. And, those who refuse to embrace Jesus 
Christ - call themselves “jews”. They killed the Lord Jesus in the first century. They killed 
the prophets before that. The killed and persecuted the saints of the first century - and 
they've been doing the same thing to other Christians ever since. But these acts are not
limited to those people who have managed to come together in the middle east.

The sheriff of Douglas County Missouri - who - I don't know - don't even know his name
- but could just about promise you that he goes to some “church” every chance he gets 
- would kill the Lord Jesus if He were here today - we know this because he persecutes 
Christians today. People who have - just like it says in I Thessalonians 2:14 - people who 

have become followers of the Ekklesia of God, who have embraced King Jesus of 
Juda

People like the sheriff of Douglas County and I'd say just about all of them - do what 
they do because they do not understand the phrase “God's Chosen People.” They have -
because they do not have enough Bible knowledge to fill a thimble - have believed the 
lies of the 501(c)(3) government churchman - who has been bought and paid for by the 
“jewish religion of thought control” - actually believe that people who hate Jesus Christ 
- are Biblically - God's Chosen People.

I've told you this before. If I wear it out, so be it. And I don't say it to make myself out to
be something other than the piece of dirt that I am - but I remember as little child - 
could not have been more than 7 or 8 years old - maybe younger - sitting in the front 
row, first seat, of a Baptist “church” in Jacksonville, Florida - listening to the “preacher” 
say that it was “against the law” in Jerusalem to preach Jesus - then in the next breath 
here him say - “the jews are God's chosen people” - as a little kid - I said in my heart 
that was not true. Could not be true. And I never - not for a minute of my life - have 
believed that people who do not believe in Jesus Christ are “God's Chosen People.”
And if a little kid can have that understanding - there is no reason - no excuse - why 
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grown up adults can be so Biblically inept as to have a belief system that says people 
that reject Jesus Christ are “God's chosen people.” So, I don't have sympathy. I don't 
have reasoning or the ability even to reason and make excuses for otherwise seemingly 
nice people - who say that “jews are God's chosen people.” Then, they completely fail 
to see that God's people are those who have embraced the Government of God instead
of the little g “governments” of men - and get persecuted for it.

If a man is a “jew lover” today - as in the impostors of the middle east - then that man - 
spiritually is he, himself a jew. And it makes it easy as can be to understand why they 
persecute true Christians today - as in people who have embraced Jesus Christ as the 
Only King, the Only Potentate, they have come out of the little g “governments” of men 
- and into the Only God Ordained Nation in the New World - the Commonwealth of 
Israel.

People that do not understand the Commonwealth of Israel versus the Israeli of the 
middle east - do not know the Bible. They do not know the Lord Jesus of the Bible. They
do not know the God of Creation. I know that's harsh - but it's the truth - and the truth 
must be preached no matter if it hurts feelings or not.

[16] Forbidding us to speak to the Gentiles that they might be saved, to fill up 
their sins alway: for the wrath is come upon them to the uttermost. 

I'll try to get the link added in the notes as soon as I can, but at the end of the special 
message this week, Sam Britton played a youtube video - I've seen the video - where a 
cop from Israeli was telling a journalist who claimed to be a Christian - that he should 
be executed for preaching Jesus Christ in Israeli. Where do you think this cop got that 
understanding from? Do you think he was a rogue cop in Israel just spouting his own 
beliefs? Of course not. That's what jews believe. Jews hate Jesus. Jews hate Christians. 

And the “church” people in America - still do not have enough Bible knowledge to 
identify these people for who they really are. Amazing.

With that said. Here is what I want to say to you. I have never, not once ever, have I 
advocated for violence against any man - simply for his belief system. I've never said kill 
jews. Never said it. The Government of God - with the exception of just a few world-
wide definitions of right and wrong - the Government of God does not punish people 
because of their beliefs. The Government of God punishes people who commit murder. 
The Government of God punishes people who steal, who rape, who kidnap, who 
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commit perjury. But the Government of God does not jail people, kill people, take their 
property - because of their beliefs. It is only when a man's beliefs causes someone to 
commit murder, steal, rape, etc. 

An argument can easily be made that the jews' religion has caused men to murder, 
rape, steal, etc. It happens all the time.

As with the case with Abram and Joanna last week. The jews' religion - which wrongly 
identifies God's Chosen People - is the reason why Abram was harmed and why they 
stole Joanna's car. Under God's Law, I do not believe those people would be punished 
because of their false beliefs - but because of their actions. They committed 
kidnapping, torture, and theft.

They did those things because they are in the business of persecuting those who have 
embraced the Ekklesia of God - the same way those first century saints were embracing
the Ekklesia of God.

I got sidetracked there for a minute.

Even with being persecuted, having our bodies beaten, thrown in jails, having our 
property stolen from us - I have still never advocated for violence against those who 
have violated us. It's certainly in order. I'll say that. But the Government of God - from a 
human standpoint today - is the tail and not the head - so to speak.

So, my message this past week in no way advocates for violence against the “jews.”

But I am saying, without a doubt, that misidentifying who God's Chosen People really 
are - is one of the biggest problems that the world faces today.

The follower of Jesus Christ. The ones who have embraced the Ekklesia of God - 
following the King from Juda - those are God's Chosen People. 

Now, I'm sure there are lots of people who heard the message the other night and just 
scoffed. “There goes Charlie overreacting again.” 

I want to remind you that in Europe, they've been jailing people for years now, people 
who have not committed any violent acts, they've not attacked the “jews” - but instead 
- they made public statements that were considered “holocaust denying.” That is one of
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the definitions of antisemitism from the International Holocaust Remembrance 
Alliance's official definition of antisemitism. Listen:

93-year-old German jailed again for denying Holocaust

AP News
https://apnews.com › article › europe-crime-berlin-the-...

Apr 1, 2022 — BERLIN (AP) — A Berlin court has sentenced a 93-year-old German 
woman to 12 months in prison for denying that Jews were systematically murdered 
during the Holocaust.

The Berlin regional court on Friday rejected an appeal by notorious neo-Nazi Ursula 
Haverbeck against two convictions for Holocaust denial in 2017 and 2020. Judges ruled 
that the sentence could not be suspended because Haverbeck had shown no remorse or
signs of changing her views during the appeal hearings.

Haverbeck has repeatedly asserted that the Auschwitz death camp was just a work 
camp. In fact, historians say at least 1.1 million Jews were murdered there by the Nazis.

Haverbeck has already paid several fines and served at least 30 months for similar 
crimes.

The ruling can be appealed.

This was from all the way back in 2007. From the lily white southern poverty law center.

https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligence-report/2007/holocaust-deniers-
sent-prison

2007 Summer Issue
July 01, 2007
Ending a complicated international saga that began when he was deported from the 
United States in 2003, notorious neo-Nazi Ernst Zundel was sentenced to five years in a 
German prison last February for denying the Holocaust.

The link is in the notes. There were no accusations of violence by this guy. He didn't 
physically attack any jews. You can read it for yourself. Five years in prison - an 
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international man-hunt - because he published some writings denying the “holocaust.”
And listen now. I'm not saying one thing, one way or another about the “holocaust.” I 
have no idea whether any of that happened or not. They lie about history all the time. 
That's not my point here at all. My point is that one of the definitions of antisemitism is 
“denying the holocaust.” And they are putting people in prison for “denying the 
holocaust.” No violence. Just words and/or books.

Another definition of antisemitism is saying that the “jews killed Jesus.” That's in the 
Christian Bible. Been there for over four hundred years. The u.s. made saying that the 
“jews killed Jesus” a federal crime - at least they are half way there.

Another one from 2022.

https://apnews.com/article/europe-france-arrests-race-and-ethnicity-racial-injustice-
f529aa6c6b362e470d41fd4b96cf92c5

Convicted French Holocaust denier arrested in Scotland
Published 10:22 AM CDT, November 15, 2022

LONDON (AP) — A French Holocaust denier who was convicted under France’s anti-Nazi
laws has been arrested in Scotland after authorities searched for him for two years, 
police said Tuesday.

Police Scotland said Vincent Reynouard was arrested in Fife, north of Edinburgh, on 
Thursday on behalf of French authorities, and that he appeared before the Edinburgh 
Sheriff Court on the same day.

Investigators from France’s office for hate crimes and crimes against humanity have 
been working with U.K. officials to track Reynouard for some time.

Reynouard, 53, had been convicted of Holocaust denial, a criminal offense in France, 
multiple times. His latest conviction was in relation to a series of antisemitic posts on 
social media. He was given a four-month jail term in November 2020 and a further six-
month spell in January 2021.

A French judicial official confirmed that France was seeking Reynouard’s extradition, 
but declined to provide further information.
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The Campaign Against Antisemitism, a British nonprofit, welcomed the arrest and 
described Reynouard as a “despicable Holocaust denier who has repeatedly been 
convicted by French courts.”

The charity said he was reportedly living in the U.K. and working as private tutor. It said 
his first Holocaust denial conviction was in 1991 for distributing leaflets denying the 
existence of gas chambers at concentration camps.

Okay. So how long before the headlines are “Preacher arrested for continuing to preach
from I Thessalonians chapter 2” in violation of u.s. antisemitism “laws?”

Here's one more from 2017.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/ursula-haverbeck-holocaust-
denier-germany-prison-sentence-six-months-nazi-far-right-racism-anti-semiticsm-
a8006496.html

An 88-year-old woman, who has a string of previous convictions related to Holocaust 
denial, has been handed a six-month prison sentence for denying Nazi Germany’s mass 
murder of six million Jews.

You know what's interesting to me about this. Have you noticed the ages of some of 
these people? Here's one that was 88 in 2017. That would have made her born in 1929.
The holocaust supposedly occurred between 1941 and 1945 - making her 12 years old 
when it started and 16 when it ended. She could have been an eye-witness. The other 
guy that was 93 - 17 years old to 21 years old. Another potential eye-witness. Anyway.

Ursula Haverbeck, who has been branded the “Nazi grandma” by German press, was 
sentenced by a Berlin court on Monday for denying the holocast at an event in Berlin 
back in January 2016.

She claimed the Holocaust did not take place and there were no gas chambers at the 
Auschwitz Nazi death camp. Auschwitz is the largest mass murder site in human history 
and an estimated 1.1 million people died there.

Ms Haverbeck, who once declared the Holocaust was “the biggest and most sustainable
lie in history” in a TV interview, has never spent time in prison before despite having 
several previous convictions for holocaust denial.
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Denying the Holocaust is a criminal offence in Germany and carries a sentence of 
between three months to five years in prison.

Ms Haverbeck, who is a popular figure in far-right circles, was sentenced to two years in
prison back in August for denying the Holocaust in an article written for right-wing 
magazine Stimme des Reiches (Voice of the Empire). She has not served her sentences 
because she has appealed all of the verdicts and the hearings are incomplete.

During the trial, Ms Haverbeck claimed Auschwitz was a labour camp rather than an 
extermination camp.

In September last year, a court in Detmold sentenced Ms Haverbeck to eight months in 
prison on sedition charges. The judge said she had a lack of "any kind of respect" and 
that she had made more offensive comments in the courtroom and ruled out the 
possibility of parole.

She was found guilty of penning a letter to Detmold's mayor, Rainer Heller, saying it 
was "clearly recognisable" that Auschwitz was merely a labor cam

In November 2014, she went so far as to lodge a police complaint against the Central 
Council of Jews in Germany, accusing them of "persecution of innocent people".

Her late husband was Werner Georg Haverbeck was during the Nazi period temporarily 
engaged in the national leadership of the Nazi Party, founder, and director in 1933 of 
the German Imperial Federation of Nation and Homeland.

At the Detmold trial earlier this year, she distributed a pamphlet titled "Only the truth 
will set you free" in which she denies the fact six million Jews were exterminated across 
Europe under Adolf Hitler's dictatorship, to the judge, the prosecutor and even 
reporters.

Ms Haverbeck did the same at the trial of Oskar Groening, the former Auschwitz guard 
who was known as the so-called "accountant of Auschwitz" and stood accused of 
300,000 counts of accessory to murder for his role during the Holocaust, back in 2015.
At the time, she prompted outrage for publishing a YouTube video condemning the trial 
and handing out leaflets entitled "Mass-murder in the concentration camp Auschwitz?"
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So again. I'm not reading any of that in relation to whether the “holocaust” happened 
or not. That's not my purpose. My purpose in reading this is that the definitions of anti-
semitism as found in the International Holocaust Rememberance Alliance's definition 
have been used to put people in prison for their words.

The u.s. “government” passed their “house of representatives” overwhelmingly - to 
potentially imprison people for reading the Word of God - from I Thessalonians 2.

I'm trying to wake people up to another thing - in a long list of things that has proven 
that the u.s. “government” is not of God. Has never been of God. Is persecuting 
Christians and it's way past time for people who claim to be followers of Jesus Christ to 
Come out of that system. Come out from the “jewish nations of the world” and into the
Ekklesia of Jesus Christ - the Only God Ordained Government in the New Covenant 
World.
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